We present a theory that combines order of magnitude reasoning with envisionment of qualitative differential equations. Such a theory can be used to reason qualitatively about dynamical systems containing parameters of widely varying magnitudes. We present an a mathematical analysis of envisionment overorders of magnitude, including a complete categorization of adjacent pairs of qualitative states. Wes howh ow this theory can be applied to simple problems, we give analgorithm for generating a complete envisionment graph, and we discuss the implementation of this algorithm in a running program.
Introduction
Tw o mathematical techniques that have been found particularly useful in recent work on qualitative physical reasoning are the solution of qualitative differential equations through envisionment and order of magnitude reasoning. The object of this paper is to combine these twotheories mathematically.
Envisionment and qualitative differential equations are used to analyze the behavior of dynamical systems. If the physical structure of a dynamic system can be characterized in terms of relations between a finite set of state variables and their derivatives, then the envisionment process can determine at least partially the behavior overtime of these variables and derivatives. The strength of the envisionment procedure is that it can use a partial categorization of the physical relations among the variables to derive a useful partial information about the behavior.F or example, consider a block attached to a spring, moving in a straight line without friction. Givent he weak constraint that the spring always exerts a force on the block pointed toward its rest point, the envisionment process can predict that the block will oscillate around the rest point. Envisionment has been applied in numerous physical domains, including electronics, mechanics, hydraulics, and heat transfer ([de Kleer and Brown, 85] , [Forbus, 85] , [Williams, 85] ). The clearest exposition of the mathematics of the theory is [Kuipers, 85] . Envisionment suffers from a number of limitations: it is sometimes too weak mathematically to yield important inferences ([Kuipers, 85] , [Struss, 87] ), and its focus on differential behavior sometimes forces much complexb ut useless information to be generated ( [Davis, 86] ). Nonetheless, for manytypes of physical inference, it is a simple and effective mode of analysis.
Order of magnitude reasoning is concerned with the analysis of physical systems in which one quantity is much greater than another,orinthe comparison of twosystems of the same structure, but which have corresponding quantities of very different magnitudes. Fore xample, if a very massive block hits a very light one, order of magnitude reasoning can be used to infer that the massive block continues on its way unaffected, while the light block bounces offa wayf rom the massive one. The idea of order of magnitude reasoning is to approximate a very great ratio as an infinite ratio, and then to analyze the system in terms of an algebra of infinite and infinitesimal quantities. Such an algebra has been worked out in [Raiman, 86] and extended in [Dague, Raiman, and Deves, 87] .
The natural next step is to combine these twom odes of inference so that we may reason about the dynamical behavior of systems with quantities of widely varying magnitudes. For example, we would like to be able to reason that a very heavy block on a spring will have a much longer period of oscillation than a much lighter block on the same spring. This paper presents a theory combining order of magnitude reasoning with envisionment of qualitative differential equations, which supports such inferences. The theory introduces twot echnical innovations. First, each state of the system is labelled with its duration and with the net change to each parameter during the state. Second, we formulate a number of rules governing the behavior of functions overo rders of magnitudes. In other respects, each of our component subtheories is weaker than standard theories in the literature. Our theory of envisionment allows only the fixed quantity spaces of sign and order of magnitude, not arbitrary discretizations of quantity spaces as in [Kuipers, 85] . Our order of magnitude algebra uses only three fixed ranges of orders of magnitudes, SMALL, MEDIUM, and LARGE, not arbitrarily manya si n [ Raiman, 86] and [Dague, Raiman, and Deves, 87] . ([Weld, 87] presents an alternative method for making this inference, which does not assume that the ratio between the blocks is infinite, but rather does a careful analysis of the relation between changes in in parameters and their derivatives. This theory is stronger than ours, in that it requires weaker assumptions in the input, but it seems to be less generally applicable.)
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents fundamental definitions and rules that govern the behavior of a solution to a set of qualitative differential equations. The basis of the definitions and the justifications of the rules lie in the theory of non-standard analysis with infinitesimals. Section 3 shows how these rules may be applied in the "heavy block on the spring" example and other examples. Section 4 presents an algorithm for constructing an envisionment graph from a set of qualitative differential equations. Section 5 discusses the CHEPACHET program, which implements this algorithm. Section 6 makes suggestions for further work. Weassume that the reader is familiar with standard theories of envisionment, as in [Kuipers, 85] and [de Kleer and Brown, 85] , and with non-standard analysis, as in [Robinson, 66] and [Davis and Hersch, 72] .
Theory
We follow [Kuipers, 85] in structuring our theory.
Quantities, derivatives, and time may takev alues from within the non-standard real line R *. We divide this line into sevendisjoint intervals: (Weuse notation from [Dague, Raiman, and Deves] .) ZERO={0} SMALL = { X|X >0 and X << 1 }(infinitesimals) MEDIUM = { X|X >0 and X∼1}(standard reals) LARGE = { X|X >0 and 1 << X }(infinitely large reals)
These sets and their unions are the qualitative sets.N ote that SMALL and LARGE span manyo rders of magnitude while MEDIUM spans only one order of magnitude. Note also that there is no landmark value separating SMALL from MEDIUM or MEDIUM from LARGE; in non-standard analysis, there is no largest infinitesimal or smallest positive standard real. Our theory can easily be extended to incorporate any finite number of orders of magnitude; we might, for example, have five positive orders VERY_SMALL, SMALL, MEDIUM, LARGE, VERY_LARGE. It is not clear howt oe xtend the theory to infinitely many different orders, as in [Dague, Raiman, and Deves, 87] . Table 1 shows the basic arithmetic operations on the qualitative values. These followd irectly from the axioms presented in [Raiman, 86] . Following the notation of [de Kleer and Brown, 85] and [Kuipers, 85] We will be interested in tracing the qualitative values of a number of parameters overt ime p 1 (T ), p 2 (T ), ... p k (T )and their derivativesṗ 1 (T ), ṗ 2 (T ), ...ṗ k (T ). The parameters and time taketheir values from the non-standard real line. The parameters are assumed to be C 1 ;that is, theyare continuous, and their derivativesare continuous. Acollection of k such functions is called a behavior.
We define the inertial state of the parameters p 1 (T ) ... p k (T )t ob et he 2k-tuple of the qualitative states of all the parameters and their derivatives:
An inertial subdivision of an interval I by a behavior P is a set of subintervals of I ,w here I α ∈ iff the following conditions hold:
There is a single inertial state S α that characterizes P throughout I α .
iii. I α is maximal with respect to properties (i) and (ii).
It should be clear that, for anyinterval I and behavior P,there is a unique subdivision; that the intervals of the subdivision are disjoint; and that their union is I .
We are also interested in the order of magnitude of intervals and of the change to a parameter overan interval. Let P =< p 1 (T ) ... p k (T )> beabehavior and let I be a time interval. Wedefine the time duration of I ,w ritten ∆T (I ), to be the maximum overa ll points
As pecification of the qualitative values [ p i ], ∂ p i , ∆ p i ,a nd ∆T is called a qualitative state.W ec an nowstate a number of basic rules that relate the qualitative states of adjacent intervals in an inertial decomposition. Let P =< p 1 (T ) ... p k (T )> beabehavior; let p be a parameter in P;let I be an interval; and let A and B be twoadjacent intervals in the inertial subdivision of I by P.Then the following rules hold:
. That is, something changes from A to B. 
Continuity: From

Mean value from ZERO:
If [ p] =ZEROi n A and ∂ p >0 in A,t hen [ p]=SMALL in B.I f [ p] =ZEROin A and ∂ p <0in A,then [ p] =−SMALL in B.
Mean value to ZERO:
Mean value from non-zero: If [ p] isgreater in B than in A,and is not equal to ZEROineither state, then ∂ p must be positive inboth A and B.I f[p]isless in B than in A,and is not equal to ZEROineither state, then ∂ p must be negative inboth A and B.
Variance overt ime:
The variance of p in A is the absolute value of the derivative of p times the duration.
∆ p ⊆ abs(∂ p) ×∆T
Variance bound:
The variance of a parameter is nevergreater than its absolute value.
Variance at state change:
No successive instants: A and B cannot both have duration ZERO.
Temporal topology: By the rule of continuity,a ny transition of a parameter or derivative p from A to B has one of the following forms:
ii.
p( A) =±SMALL and p(B) =ZERO;
iii.
p( A) =±MEDIUM and p(B) =±SMALL or ±LARGE;
iv.
p( A) =±SMALL or ±LARGE and p(B) =±MEDIUM;
The rule of temporal topology states that, going from one interval A to the next interval B,o nly one of these types of transitions can occur.T hus, for example, it is possible to have p change from SMALL in A to MEDIUM in B and have q change from −LARGE in A to −MEDIUM in B,since these are both transitions of type (iv). It would not be possible to have p change from SMALL in A to MEDIUM in B,a nd q change from ZEROi n A to SMALL in B,s ince the first is a transition of type (iv), while the second is a transition of (i). 
The fundamental reason for this rule is that different types of transitions imply different topologies for the intervals. If a transition of type (i) occurs from
Fore ver is a long time:
If A is unbounded on the left or on the right, so that it has no adjacent following state or no adjacent preceding state, then ∆T ( A)=LARGE.
The rules of change, continuity,m ean value, and no successive instants are the same or direct analogues of standard rules from the ordinary theory of QDE's( [Kuipers, 85] , [Williams, 85] ). William's "Epsilon Transition" rule, that a transition to zero must takefinite time, is a consequence of the rules above: If p is non-zero in A and zero in B,then by the rule of "Variance at state change," ∆ p is non-zero in A,so by the rule of variance overtime, ∆T cannot be zero in A.
These rules together are a sufficient characterization of order of magnitude of values, derivatives, variances and durations in adjecent intervals. That is, givent wo qualitative states S A and S B satisfying the above rules, other than the "Forever" rule, one can find a behavior P and twoa djacent intervals A and B, such that S A is the qualitative state of P in A,and S B is the qualitative state of P in B.Giv enastate A satisfying the rules of "Variance overt ime", "Variance bound" and "Forever", there is a behavior which stays with qualitative state A overall time. Weomit the proof of this; it involves a long but straightforward case analysis, enumerating all the possible values of anyp arameter overt he twos tates, constructing particular functions that exhibit each of them, and showing that anypair of transitions allowed together by the "Transition topology" rule will occur simultaneously for our sample functions.
Astronger hypothesis seems plausible, but we have noproof:
Hypothesis 1: Givenany finite sequence of qualitative states such that anytwo successive qualitative states satisfy the above rules, there exists a behavior and an interval such that the qualitative states characterize the behavior overthe interval. Thus, if a behavior satisfies a set of QC's, then all its inertial states satisfies the QC's, and anyt wo adjacent qualitative states satisfy the rules enumerated above.I fH ypothesis 1 above ist rue then the converse of this statement is likewise true:
Hypothesis 2: Givenaset of QC'sand a finite sequence of qualitative states, if each successive pair of states satisfies the rules above and the inertial state of each qualitative state satisfies the QC's, then there exist a behavior P and a time interval I such that the qualitative states characterize P over I ,and such that P satisfies the QC'sthroughout I .
Proof givenhypothesis 1: Use hypothesis 1 to construct a behavior P and an interval I following the qualitative states. Then P satisfies the QC'ssince the states do.
Ap articularly important class of qualitative constraints are the qualitative differential equations (abbreviated QDE's). Let F 1 , ... , F k be k continuous k-place functions overt he non-standard real line. Then the system of (exact) differential equations
is guaranteed to have C 1 solutions for anyg iv eni nitial values p 1 (0 .. x k ) .
The condition that the F i be continuous implies conditions on the G i analogous to the rule of continuity and the rule of temporal topology givenabove.
Aset of QDE'sisthen the discretized form of the original exact differential equations.
Note that there can be behaviors that satisfy some system of QDE'sb ut do not satisfy anysystem of homogeneous exact differential equations. Forinstance, anysolution of a set of homogeneous exact differential equations that goes through the values <0, 0, 0 ... 0> more than once must be cyclic, by the uniqueness of solutions to the initial value problem; this does not hold for solutions to homogeneous QDE's.
Sample Inferences
We now showh ow these rules can be used to prove that a heavy block on a spring will takeal ong time to reach the rest point.
Let x be the displacement of the block from its rest point, let v be its velocity,and let f be the force exerted by the spring on the block. The physical constraints on the system can be characterized by the following QDE's
The first equation just establishes v as the derivative of x.T he second equation corresponds to Newton's second law f = ma.Inthis case, m is assumed to be LARGE, and a =∂v.The third equation is a very weak form of Hooke'sl aw;i ts tates that the spring exerts a force opposite to the displacement and of the same order of magnitude. 1 Forc onvenience of exposition, we will eliminate f and rewrite the equations in the equivalent form:
Nothing in our analysis depends on this rewriting; it would go through in the same way in either presentation.
We now track the sequence of qualitative states consistent with the QDE'sand with the rules enumerated above,and we showthat anypath which brings the block to its rest point includes a state whose duration is LARGE.
We start with the block at some finite displacement and zero velocity.T hat is, in state A1, 
Thus, we have shown that, before the block can reach the zero point, it must pass through a state of LARGE duration, which was the desired result.
We cannot showi nt his system that the block everw ill reach the rest point. Since ∆T =L ARGE in A2, it is consistent with our rules that the system should stay in A2 forever. Infact, the behavior
where δ is a SMALL real number,starts in A1 at T=0, and then stays in A2 forever. (See figure 1.) Figure 1 : A behavior that stays in A2 forever By contrast, solutions to the corresponding second order QDE [ẍ(T )] =− [x(T )] / LARGE cannot stay in A2 forever; x(T )m ust cross the value ZERO. Wec an maket he following argument by contradiction. Suppose x(T )isalways positive.T hen ẍ(T )will always be negative,soẋ(T )will be uniformly decreasing. Thus, ifẋ(T )attains a value −ε at some time T 1, it will have value less than or equal to −ε for all T > T 1. However, for T > T 1,
Thus x(T )w ill be negative for all T > T 1 + x(T 1) /ε ,c ontradicting the assumption. Thus, information is irrecoverably lost in converting the higher-order QDE into a first-order QDE. (Nothing in this argument depends on the order of magnitude mechanism. The same loss of information happens in converting the ordinary second-order QDE[
Our rules also do not allowu st os ay much after what happens to the system past this state. In fact, from this starting state, the system can reach anyconsistent intertial state whatever, except for the rest state
In a similar way,the rules above allowustoshowresults such as the following: 
Algorithm
We nextp resent an algorithm for constructing an envisionment graph for a givens et of QDE's. An envisionment graph for a set of QDE'sisadata structure that indicates the transitions possible for solutions of the QDE. If hypothesis 2 is correct, it thus indicates all the finite characterizations of parts of solutions. The value of envisionment graphs for this class of problems is somewhat limited, for twor easons. First, theyare very large. Since all initial value problems have solutions, anyassignment of qualitative values to the parameters must be a possible state of the system. Thus there are at least 7 k inertial states for a system of k parameters; in general, there will be more, since some of the QDE functions G i will be multi-valued. In practice, this limits the generation of envisionments to QDE'swith at most three variables.
Second, the characterization of a behavior overall time may be considerably richer than its behavior overany finite sequence of qualitative states. For example, consider the (second-order) IVP
We would liketosay that x oscillates foreverinMEDIUM amounts of time, while u attains LARGE values overLARGE amounts of time. However, nothing about finite sequences will eversay this. In fact, there is no allowable transition in which u goes from MEDIUM to LARGE.
In this case, of course, it is possible to separate the twoe quations, and give separate histories, along the lines suggested in [Williams, 86] . However, itisnot clear howthis can be done in general; for example, howitcould be done for the equations
Despite these difficulties, we have studied the construction of envisionment graphs as a natural and simple first step toward deeper analysis. Wew ill discuss possible directions for improvement in section 6. (Forbus (1987) givesadefence of building envisionments for conventional QDE's. There, the first problem is much alleviated, since the number of qualitative values is smaller,a nd the second problem can be ruled out.)
We will construct an envisionment graph whose nodes are intertial states, labelled by sets of possible variances and durations, and whose directed arcs are transitions, labelled by sets of the possible variances and durations that the end nodes can take, if the transition occurs. For example, figure 2 shows a piece of a graph, with nodes A and B,and a transition from A to B.The labels on A mean that [X]isMEDIUM in A, ∂X is MEDIUM, ∆X is either SMALL or MEDIUM, and ∆T is either SMALL or MEDIUM. The labels on B mean that [X]i sL ARGE in B,t hat ∂X is SMALL, that ∆X is LARGE, and that ∆T is LARGE. The labels on the arc indicate that, if a behavior goes from A to B,t hen it will have ∆X and ∆T equal to Algorithm 1 constructs an envisionment graph from a set of QDE's. It is clearly a sound algorithm; that is, if x(t)i sap ossible solution to the QDE'sf or all t,t hen anyt ransition of x(t)i srepresented in the graph. Soundness holds since the algorithm does nothing more than enforce the starting QDE'sa nd the rules governing transitions. If hypothesis 2 is correct, then the algorithm is also complete; that is, anypath through the graph represents the behavior of some solution of the QDE'so vera ni nterval. This may be somewhat surprising, since constraint propagation is not, in general complete. However, the significance of labels in this graph is different than for most labelled graphs. If one goes around a cycle in the envisionment graph and comes back to the same node, it need not have the same value as before, since it corresponds to the behavior of the function at a different time. Therefore, in this context, local consistencyofthe graph is enough to establish its global consistency.
By indexing inertial states in an array by the tuple of parameter values, step 3 of the algorithm, which connects bordering states, can be made reasonably efficient. It does not involvecomparing all pairs of inertial states, but only states that differ by 0 or ±1i ne ach of the k parameter values and the k derivatives. It can be shown that the procedure above runs in time at most quadratic in the number of inertial states (which is, of course, itself exponential in the number of variables.)
The CHEPACHET Program
The above algorithm has been implemented as a program named CHEPACHET.C HEPACHET is written in Franz Lisp and runs on a VAX/780. It is roughly 600 lines of code long, and contains 85 function definitions, not including utility macros and comments. It has not been compiled, and has not been particularly optimized for efficiency. Input to CHEPACHET is a list of parameters and a list of QDE's, whose left side is the derivative ofaparameter,and whose right side is a polynomial in the parameters and the qualitative values. The output of CHEPACHET is a listing of the graph. Table 2 shows the results of running CHEPACHET on a number of simple QDE'si nt erms of the CPU time used (in CPU seconds, exclusive ofg arbage collection time), and the size of the envisionment graph generated. Garbage collection time was typically one-quarter to one-third of the other CPU time.
Further Work
Clearly,the above analysis and the CHEPACHET programs are only first steps. The theory will have to be considerably refined before it is of anypractical value. Some important issues to be addressed include the following:
1. Howcan this theory be used in a goal-directed way,sothat useful information, such as illustrated in section 3, can be extracted without generating the whole envisionment graph? It would be relatively easy to fix the algorithm to generate only the states that can be attained from a givenset of initial conditions, but that would not necessarily improve matters much. In the problem of the heavy brick on a spring, every state butone (the rest state) can be reached from the starting conditions. Manyofthe states generated in a complete envisionment, such as the SMALL values that always lie between MEDIUM and ZEROv alues, are not particularly significant for anykind of inference. Can theybesuppressed?
2. As discussed in section 3, information is lost when a higher-order qualitative differential equation is converted into a system of first-order equations. Is there anyeasy way to extract that information working directly with the higher order equations? ([De Kleer and Bobrow, 84] is the only substantial study of higher-order QDE's) 3. Howcan behaviors involving infinitely manystate transitions in bounded time be characterized? 4. Can the theory be extended in a reasonable way to handle more levels of orders of magnitude? Currently,o nce a parameter and its derivative both become SMALL or both become LARGE, it becomes impossible to say anything at all about their relative sizes. A more flexible representation might support much more powerful inferences.
